Aesthetically delineate roadways
with absolute continuity.

ROAD SIDE DELINEATION

Injected monoblock J6 black top delineators help outline roadway shoulders by
providing greater visibility for all traveling motorists. Unique black angle identifies
the post’s presence by providing daylight delineation, especially in snow
conditions during the winter season. At night, high powered reflectors characterize
the J6 by defining the road ahead. It preserves roadside aesthetics and continuity
by utilizing guardrail and jersey barrier half mounts.
5.91”
The J6 is pre-formed with a 30 degree angle,
30
reinforcing its visual capabilities. Bright, prismatic
reflectors preserve its distinguished look by
projecting light back into the flow of traffic.
O

J6 BLACK TOP
J6 FLEXIBLE POP UP

J6 EJECTABLE

ECO-FLEX

J6 COLOR
Available with or without markings

J6 flexible delineator is constructed
with a unique mixture of polyethylenes.
This mixture allows the post to flex at
the base while preserving its rigidity
throughout the upper portion.
This technique, in conjuntion with its
triangular shape, allows the post to
regain its vertical position without
rocking to the left or to the right.
J6 Pop-up easily clips into
position utilizing a 12
polyethylene base.

J6 Ejectable delineator post is identical
to the J6 Pop-up except it is designed
to eject itself from the base during
impact. After impact, the J6’s design
allows the post to be easily re-inserted
into its base.
Quickly locate specific sites utilizing
mono colored J6 Posts. Post includes
administration and / or company
markings.
Both the pop-up and ejectible delineator
posts are secured to the ground by a
pre-installed polyethylene base.

ECO-Flex marker post with black cap
is fully flexible and traversable.
This model is available in other lengths
and can be equipped with any other
type reflector.

ECO Flex is a semi-curve, flexible
delineator post that is designed to
resist twisting and folding forces.
Pre-equipped with a 4 x 6 inch 3M
reflective film.

J6 RAIL AND BARRIER HALF MOUNTS FOR ROADSIDE CONTINUITY
J6 guard rail and jersey barrier
mount delineators can be used
individually or in conjuntion with
ground mount models. When
these products are used together,
roadways appear visually
aesthetic and are uniformly
outlined, an obvious advantage
for all traveling motorists.
Rail mounts easily affix to the guard rail’s bolts.

J6 50 GRS

J6 55 GRD

Detailed view

Reflector and reflective film choices on all delineators
-W (white) -Y (yellow) -R (red) -O (orange) -G (green) -B (blue)

J6 70 CMTS

J6 75 CMTD

J6 top mount jersey barrier
delineators easily affix to
concreate and plastic barriers with
two (2)anchor bolts.
Available in single
and double sided
units for maximum
Detailed view
visibility.

ITEM #
0250-FX-WW
0250-EJ-WW
0250-COLOR
0255-BASE

J6 Pop-up (52” x 6” x 4.7”)
J6 Ejectable (52” x 6” x 4.7”)
J6 Mono color (78” x 6” x 4.7”)
J6 Ground base (12”)

DESCRIPTION

PRICE
$ 58.00
$ 52.00
$ 42.00
$ 15.00

0260-GR1-WW
0260-GR2-WW
0262-JB1-WW
0262-JB2-WW

Single guard rail mount (24”)
Double guard rail mount (24”)
Single jersey barrier Double
jersey barrier (24”)

$ 39.00
$ 42.00
$ 45.00
$ 61.00

9000-1M
9000-1MF-W
9000-1MF-WW

Eco-flex standard height 40.5 “
Eco-flex, no reflectors
$ 14.50
Eco-flex, one reflector
$ 19.00
Eco-flex, two reflectors
$ 23.00

All products include easy to follow instructions.

Prices reflect single units only, please contact your sales representative for quantity pricing
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